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Acronyms
CMDE
NCWRC
UA Code
WINC

Communications, Marketing and Digital Engagement
North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission
Universal Analytics Code
Wildlife in North Carolina

Executive Summary
Wildlife in North Carolina (WINC) magazine promotes the work of the N.C. Wildlife Resources
Commission (NCWRC) by illustrating its conservation efforts for North Carolina’s wildlife
resources as well as showcasing the opportunity and access provided to enjoy wildlife-associated
outdoor recreation.
The NCWRC has been producing WINC magazine for more than 70 years, see Appendix A:
History of Wildlife in North Carolina for high-level milestones. Over that time, due to major
advances in technology and the advent of the Internet, traditional methods of content distribution
have been upended. The magazine industry has seen a reduction in two major sources of
revenue, circulation and ad revenue, while the costs of production, printing and dissemination
remain. Advertisers are also being drawn away from paid hard print ads towards Internet-based
advertising, as it offers a way to target precise demographics for a much smaller cost.
For years, the NCWRC has been operating WINC at a significant loss. NCWRC has struggled to
effectively cut costs associated with WINC and to generate revenue and increased subscribers.
Although the agency does not expect to profit from the publication, it is not sustainable to continue
publishing WINC with the deficit it generates. NCWRC’s 19-member board of Commissioners’
Education Committee tasked staff to create a marketing plan aiming to make WINC sustainable.
WINC faces pressing issues including a dwindling subscriber base and loss of revenue coupled
with expenditures that far exceed any funds generated. To work towards a sustainable future, the
magazine needs a reevaluation of its current business model to decrease expenditures through
identifying cost cutting measures and to increase revenue by implementing aggressive, data
driven marketing campaigns to increase circulation, subscription sales and generate advertising
revenue.
The goal of this marketing plan is to focus primarily on process improvement with problem solving,
and potentially implementation of program initiation that provides a strategy to cut expenditures
and increase revenues. Clear goals and tactics are needed along with a process to implement
evaluation of the business model so the agency can leverage its strengths and resources.
The operating costs need to be reduced significantly and revenue generated needs to increase
in order to remain sustainable. Additionally, the digital version of WINC needs to be enhanced to
differentiate it from the printed publication and should demonstrate how it provides added value
to supplement what can be found in the printed version.
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Management and Organization
On February 1, 2021, WINC was transitioned from the Wildlife Education Division to the Office of Communications, Marketing and Digital Engagement
(CMDE). This restructure resulted in all of the agency’s communication tools now residing in one office allowing for greater synergy and collaboration.
After this transition, CMDE began an evaluation of all aspects of the magazine from content to financials in an effort to reduce expenditures and
increase subscribers/ revenues.

Deputy Director, Constituent Support and Engagement
Lisa Hocutt
Director, CMDE
Fairley Mahlum

Editor-in-Chief
Josh Leventhal

Public Relations
Manager
Mindy Wharton

Internal
Communications
Specialist
Malorey Henderson

Associate Editor
Mike Zlotnicki

Art Director
Marsha Tillet

Digital Marketing
Manager
Jamie Hall
Agency
Photographer
Melissa McGaw

Website
Developer/Designer
Heather Hugh-Jones

Website and
Graphics
Designer
Jodie Owen

Social Media
Specialist
Ryan Kennemur

Graphics Designer
Bryant Cole
Graphics Designer
Sarah Mullin
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Competitors
Entering its 84th year of publication (complete digital archive), WINC’s long standing history as a
North Carolina-based publication about conservation and outdoor recreation fomented its
credibility. Due to the unique content WINC can provide about public opportunity and ongoing
conservation efforts of the Commission, WINC can continue to stand out from its direct and
indirect competitors, listed below. Due to the sheer scope and magnitude of the agency’s myriad
of conservation initiatives and publicly available wildlife-associated outdoor recreation
opportunities offered, WINC fills a niche and void no other publication can.

Direct Competitors
Magazines
• Carolina Sportsman – print and digital magazine; formerly NC Sportsman and SC
Sportsman. carolinasportsman.com
• Game and Fish/South – Pennsylvania-based editorial offices; formerly NC Game and
Fish and other state-specific publications; now four regions.
• Fishermen’s Post – Wilmington-based print and digital magazine; focus on saltwater
fishing. fishermanspost.com

Indirect Competitors
Magazines
• Our State – Greensboro-based; print and digital magazine; primarily non-outdoors
content but includes some outdoor-related articles. ourstate.com
• Garden & Gun – Charleston-based; sections dedicated to Land & Conservation, The
Sporting Life and Good Dogs and highlights items in individual Southern states.
gardenandgun.com
• Western North Carolina – Asheville-based; includes some outdoor-associate recreation
content. wncmagazine.com
• Blue Ridge Outdoors – Based in Asheville and Charlottesville; includes fishing
content. blueridgeoutdoors.com
• Coastwatch – publication of non-profit North Carolina Sea Grant; published quarterly;
no advertising; content covers mainly science and conservation.
https://ncseagrant.ncsu.edu/coastwatch/
• Tidelines – Raleigh-based; digital newsletter; published by non-profit Coastal
Conservation Association of NC. ccanc.org
• Wild Lives, Wild Places – Raleigh-based, quarterly publication; non-profit N.C. Wildlife
Federation
Digital News
• Outer Banks Voice – Nags Head-based; digital news service. outerbanksvoice.com
• Island Free Press – Hatteras-based; digital news service for Hatteras and Ocracoke
islandfreepress.org
e-Magazine
• Coastal Carolina Fisherman – Carolina Beach-based; e-magazine; covers NC, SC and
N. Ga. coastalcarolinafisherman.com
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Circulation, Customers and Advertisers
Current Circulation - March 2021
Print Subscriptions
Paid:
26,826
Complimentary:
3,236
Lifetime:
12,889
Total:
42,951

Digital Subscriptions
Paid:
1,283
Complementary:
1,816
Total:
2,650
Blue = Increase since Oct. 2020
Red = Decrease since Oct. 2020

Customers
•

•

Paid Subscribers:
o Print
o Digital
o Lifetime
Complementary:
o Print:
 State Legislators
 Commissioners: Current and retired Commissioners
 Government Services: State agencies and related individuals
 Wildlife Organizations: Other state wildlife magazines, local and national
agencies, parks and related individuals
 Personnel: NCWRC current and retired personnel who request a subscription
o Digital:
 Schools
 Teachers

Advertisers
Advertisers – To reduce the budget in 2022 by $79K, the decision was made in February 2021 to
eliminate the Fall and Spring Guides. Ads have previously only been sold for the guides. Moving
forward WINC will produce six issues a year with eight additional pages added that will be used
for additional content and potentially advertisements*.
*A cost-benefit analysis will be conducted that will determine the various amounts and packages
that can be asked for advertising across all agency communication platforms. See Appendix B:
Advertising Rate Card Example. The opportunity to offer advertising across six issues will likely
lead to more ad sales than the one-off sales that occurred historically for each guide.
Consider offering advertiser perks by level of monetary commitment, such as external links to
advertisers’ sites; feature advertiser products in have quarterly contests and giveaways; include
in-feed ads on WINC web pages; and/or sponsored and branded content.
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Subscriptions and Digital Edition
Subscription Rates
•
•
•

Print Only - $12*
Digital Only - $10
Print and Digital - $15

*The subscription rate has not been adjusted since 2003, when the price was raised from $7.50
to $12. As a result of that price increase, circulation decreased from 70,600 to 53,000 over the
next five years. It was suspected the decline was as a result of a lack of marketing and subscriber
follow-up to mitigate the effects of the price increase. Once we have worked through the marketing
plan and redesign within the three-year term of the plan, we will evaluate the pricing to determine
if WINC is at the right price point for the product that we’re providing and make adjustments, as
necessary.

Subscription Variety
Increase variety of subscription options offered to include print, digital, gift, trial, single issue,
year and multi-year. Promotions can be tailored around various bundle strategies. For example:
• Lapsed print subscribers could be offered a free single digital magazine issue with a
subscription offer.
• Existing subscribers could be rewarded in some fashion for every reader they bring in
with free issues or subscription.

Digital Edition
The magazine launched a digital edition in September 2017 as an additional subscription option.
The digital edition is an enhanced PDF version of the magazine that subscribers receive via email.
The digital edition should offer bonus content, like hyperlinks to other stories, video and photo
galleries. Currently several years of WINC are accessible via the digital platform, but we can
continue to bring in content to build out the archive on the digital platform.

Garnering Additional Data
A call was convened with BlueToad, the digital publication vendor to discuss available features
on the platform. After that meeting, we provided a UA code for the digital version’s website so we
can track additional website analytics within the agency’s Google Analytics account. This expands
on the data the vendor tracks and will aid in data-based decision-making. We can adapt
promotional strategies to improve conversion rates, in part, based on this additional data.

WINC YouTube Channel
In March 2021, the agency created and built out a YouTube channel, specifically for the
magazine, that will feed directly into the digital platform as bonus content for digital subscribers.
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2022 Planning
Editorial Calendar
On February 22, 2021, a meeting was held with the Director’s Office to provide staff direction on
content for WINC overall as well as the 2022 editorial calendar with a goal of pursuing content
that supports the agency mission and strategic plan. Meetings were then held with within the
agency to generate story ideas and concepts for the 2022 editorial calendar:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Law Enforcement Division
Wildlife Management Division
Engineering Division
Inland Fisheries Division
Land and Water Access Division
Wildlife Interactions and Regulated Activities and Permits Office
Wildlife Education Division
Conservation Policy and Analysis Office
Habitat Conservation Division

March 11
March 15
March 16
March 16
March 17
March 19
March 22
March 24
March 25

Staff were directed to devise a 2022 editorial calendar with content stemming primarily from within
the agency to reduce the use of freelancers to the greatest extent possible. The culmination of
these efforts resulted in 166 story ideas. Given per year 42 feature articles will be featured in
WINC, that is the equivalent of enough content to fill nearly 4 years of feature stories.

Rebranding
Approximately every decade, the magazine reviews content sections and undergoes a redesign.
The last redesign occurred 17 years ago in 2004. The time since the last redesign in combination
with the additional eight pages, due to the elimination of the guides, will culminate into a redesign
in 2022. See Appendix C: 2022 Redesign Samples.

Vendors
InfoNet* – Subscription management and marketing/promotions
CDS – Customer fulfillment company outsourced through InfoNet contract
PBM – Printer (contract to expire March 2022)
BlueToad – Host of digital version of the magazine
*The Infonet marketing contract was set to expire March 2021. We extended the contract by 90
days, as we plan meetings with new vendors to hopefully revisit all the subscription management,
customer fulfillment, printing and potentially advertising sales under one umbrella.
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Marketing Promotions
Content alone is not enough to achieve more readers or higher subscription rates. Data analysis
is key to increasing promotional efforts. Through tracking and analysis of all marketing efforts, we
can double-down on those efforts that are most successful. We will consider opportunities to
market WINC subscription to every license buyer as well as using WINC as an incentive for
license purchasing. For example, when one completes hunter education, a free digital
subscription could be offered in conjunction with a license purchase. If we were to pursue
advertising as a source of revenue, we could consider offering agency license holders a free, oneyear digital subscription to increase circulation numbers and, in return, request more advertising
dollars due to a higher reach and larger subscriber base.

Monthly
Expiring subscribers - Renewal notices*
*Research steps to employ automatic renewals for print subscribers. The subscriber would
receive a notice prior to the subscription renewal. Auto-renewals are currently conducted for
digital edition subscribers and we have received no complaints.
NC Wildlife Update E-newsletter (Monthly to more than 1.1 million subscribers) – Subscription
promotions and/or special offers.
Social Media (Bi-monthly, Mid-month) – Showcase magazine cover, tease free article and offer
subscription promotions and/or special offers.

Seasonal
Dixie Deer Classic (March) – Special subscription rate offer/raffle.
Turkey Hunting Workshops (March/April) – Provide sample magazines and promote
magazine subscription.
Getting Started Outdoors Workshops (March – May) – Offer complimentary one-year
subscription to participants and follow up with renewal letter as subscription ends.
Peak Season Mailings (June – Sept) – Promotional flyer inserted into mailings to NCWRC
constituents tied to giveaway multiple drawings offering numerous chances to win.
Gift Subscription Promotion (Sept.) – Begin gift subscription promotion. We currently sell
roughly 5,000 gift subscriptions annually. Either offer a discounted subscription (1 year for $10)
to give as a gift or bulk subscription discounts if providing as a gift to multiple people.
N.C. State Fair (Sept./Oct.) – Subscription sales promotion at agency exhibit.
Thanksgiving (Nov.) – Promote combo offer (WINC and calendar for $15) one-week only
leading up to Thanksgiving.
Holidays (Dec.) – Last-minute holiday gift promotion.

Yearly
WINC Photo Competition - Promote subscriptions sales tied to publicity of winners.
North Carolina State Employees – Offer subscription promotion to 130,000 state employees
through the N.C. Office of State Human Resources email.
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Appendix A: History of Wildlife in North Carolina
1937

First issue Wildlife Management in North Carolina debuts in November.

1947

N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission was established.

1948

Began publishing monthly in September.

2004

Last redesign of the magazine.

2009

Subscriber survey conducted to evaluate potential changes to the magazine.

2012

Switched to a bi-monthly schedule and creation of the Spring Fishing and
Boating Guide and the Fall Outdoor Guide.

2017

Launch of Wildlife in North Carolina Digital edition.

2020

Subscriber survey was conducted.

2021

Eliminated Spring Fishing and Boating and Fall Outdoor Guides.

2022

Begin producing 6 issues per year with 8 additional pages of content.
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Appendix B: Advertising Rate Card Example
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Appendix C: 2022 Redesign Samples
Cover Before

Cover Redesign
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Contents Before

Contents Redesign
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Letters Before

Letters Redesign
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Outdoor Moment Before

Outdoor Moment Redesign
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Back Porch Before

17

Back Porch Redesign to News & Notes
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